Canadian group. The Monkees, who were not the original group of film or TV stars by that name, were popular with their versions of rock 'n' roll songs like 'Mary, Mary' and 'I Want Candy.' The Oursons, who had a mediocre hit at the time with 'I Want Candy.' The McCoys, on the other hand, had a string of hits during 1964 to 1968, and had several regional successes. Their first single, 'I Could Write a Song,' should be released shortly.

The McCoys' Beginning

The McCoys, on the other hand, are real, although they did not get their name from the television show. The group formed in April 1963, and had several regional hits. Then they were playing on television shows like 'The Merv Griffin Show,' the_floor was burned' and other shows. The McCoys' name came from the television show, and some of the members who appeared in 'Oliver' on Broadway.

Merritt Willey loves good conversation. All he needs is an opener.